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Two-dimensional Patterson, Fourier and difierence syntheses have been used to
solve and refine the structure of lindgrenite, 2cuMooa.cu(oH)s. The results show an
infinite three-dimensional network of cuoolou;z octahedra shari.rg udg"" to io.-
endless chains which are cross-linked througir Moon tetrahedra shaing Jorners with
adjacent octahedra. Powder data (indexed fir d,2 2.25 A) are given in Jn Appendix as
an aid to the identification of lindgrenite.

Introd,uction
Lindgrenite, 2cuMooa.cu(oH)2, is a comparatively rare mineral

originally found in chile, and f,rst described by palache (19g5). It has
more recently been identified in Idaho and in Arizona (Cannon &
Grimaldi, 1953), and in Great Britain (Kingsbury & Hartley, Lg54).
Lindgrenite- is monoclinic; its unit cell constants have been reported as
a : 5 . 6 1 a  A ,  b : 1 4 . 0 9 A ,  c : 5 . 4 0 t A , F : g g o 2 3 r , w i t h  t w o  f o r m u l a
units per cell, and space group P21/n (Barnes, 1g4g). Its structure is of
interest as that of a naturally occurring molybdate, of which few are
known, and also as that of an oxy-hydroxy copper compound.

Erperimental
A portion of the original specimen studied by palache (lgab) and by

Barnes (1949) was available through the kindness of professor clifford
Frondel. Two crystals from this specimen were emproyed in the presenr
investigation. The first was cut from a large plate and had dimensions
of 80 X 90 X 1 10 p. The hk\ and 0fr1 reflections were recorded on precession
photographs (MoKo radiation, I : 0.2102 A; from some of which the
unit cell constants and the space group, reported previously (Barnes,
1949)' rvere confirmed. The measurements on those precession films
G - 30") from which the values of. a, b and c were calculated, utilized
the row iines of spots from the resolved ar (tr : 0.20926A), a, (tr :
0.7L354A) ^doublet. weissenberg photographs (cuKc'radiation,
tr: 1.5418A) were employed {or the^lhotl zone. The intensities of the
spots on the precession films were estimated by comparison with a scale
obtained by means of a rotating sector, while a logarithmic-interval scale

rNational Research Laboratories Postdoctorate Fellow, now with Division of Applied
Chemistry, National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada.
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32 THE CANADIAN MINERALOGIST

prepared from the crystal itself was ,rted for the Weissenberg films' All
intensities were corrected as usual for Lorentz and polarization factors
(Buerger, 1941 ;Waser, 1951). Absorption corrections, however, were not
applied to the data from the precession photographs (p :25") because
they are virtually constant for Mo radiation over the observed range
of sind, but it was necessary to correct the intensities of the Z0l reflections
(Cu radiation) and an approximate analytical method was adopted. The
relative values of lFl'were placed on an absolute scale by the procedure
of Wilson (1942).

After a few stages of refinement of a trial structure, however, it became
clear that observed structure amplitudes of greater accuracy would be
necessary in order to establish the co-ordinates of the oxygen atoms with
any degree of certainty. For this purpose a second crystal was reduced to
a sphere of radius 98i1p in a Bond (1951) Sphere Grinder, although
some difficulty was experienced at first owing to the pronounced cleavage
parallel to (010). The spherical crystal was finally obtained as follows.
Several fragments were ground against 325 grit aluminium oxide paper,
under an air pressure of 10 to 15 pounds per square inch, until roughly
spherical particles were produced. These particles were then ground
individually in short stages of about 1 minute each using 600 git silicon
carbide paper and an air pressure of 5 p.s.i., because tests had shown
that continued treatment under the initial conditions caused the crystals
to shatter. At the end of each stage the particle was examined under a
stereoscopic microscope. After several attempts a satisfactory sphere,
free from visible cracks or partings, was obtained.

The reflections from the Ihk|l zone of the spherical crystal were
recorded with CuKa radiation in an integrating Weissenberg instrument
(Wiebenga & Smits, 1950). The strong and medium intensities were
measured with a divided-beam photometer. Long-exposure non-integrated
photographs were employed for recording the weak reflections, the
intensities of which were estimated by careful comparison with a photo-
graphic intensity scale prepared from the same crystal. The intensities
of each of the four types of equivalent reflections, hk\, hfi\, frk\, ffiA,
were measured and the mean of the results for each set of four equivalent
planes was adopted, because in some cases (large sin0) the observed values
within each set were not exactly equal. Of 100 possible reflections from
this zone, 99 were observed. The intensities of 58 were measured with
the photometer, the intensities of 13 were estimated by eye with the
aid of the intensity scale, and the intensities of 28 of medium strength
were obtained by both methods to provide correlation between the results
from the photometer and those from the eye estimations.

The reflections from the lh\Il and l0kll zones were recorded on
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precession photographs taken with p : 30o and MoKc radiation. Twelve
films were exposed for various pre-determined times from ! hour to
116 hours for the lh\l,l zone, and ten films with exposure times of $ hour
to t29 hours were obtained for the lLkl,l zone. All but one of the 48
possible reflections f.rom lh\l,l, and all 122 possible reflections from {0bl},
were observed. The structure amplitudes of 5 of the former (including
the one unobserved), and L4 of the latter, were not included in the
refinement calculations because of uncertainty in the Lorentz-polarization
corrections at the large sin0 values involved.

For estimating the intensities of the reflections from these two zones, a
scale was prepared from a set of precession photographs, available in
the laboratory, which had been taken with timed exposures, in the ratio
1:2:4:8:16:32:64, of. a zone of another mineral. The spot due to a specific
reflection was selected on the basis of its photographic density on the
film of shortest exposure time and its very close similarity in size and
shape to those on the lindgrenite films, and a strip containing it was cut
from each of the seven films. The intensities of all reflections from the
fh\l'l and {0&l} zones of lindgrenite were estimated by direct comparison
with this exposure scale according to the usual multiple exposure tech-
nique, and the results were arranged in order of increasing intensity for
each zone. This order and the numerical values in each list were then
refined by careful visual comparison of adjacent entries with the corres-
ponding spots on the appropriate set of lindgrenite films. This procedure
is equivalent to the use of much smaller interpolation intervals than
normally is feasible with a graded intensity scale alone; it was particularly
desirable in the present case because of the rather coarse scale employed
for the initial estimations. The intensities of all reflections were measured,
including those from equivalent planes (i.e., (h.01,), (li0i) in lhol,l; (Okl,),
QEI), (Okl), (087) in {Okq). The average value for each set of equivalent
reflections was accepted in all cases.

The observed intensities for each of the three axial zones were corrected
for Lorentz-polarization effects, appropriate absorption corrections for a
spherical crystal (Taylor, 1944; Evans & Ekstein, 1952) were applied,
and the final values of lFl'9were placed on an absolute sale by Wilson's
method. It is of interest to note that the discrepancy,>lf't- Frl/>lFl,
between the structure amplitudes, lFrl, for the spherical crystal, and
those, lFrl, for the non-spherical crystal, is 0.09, indicating systematic
improvement even when allowance is made for random variations.

Tr,ial, Structur e ; P atter s on Synthesis
The co-ordinates of the equivalent positions in the space group

P2r/n (C!r), unique axis b, are
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(o) 000; *14 (b) i00; 0**
(c) o4o; *o* (d) **o; oo*
(e) xyz; Lr*r, t-y, t*z; rUz; t-r,  **Y, *-2.

The unit cell of lindgrenite contains 6 copper atoms and 4 molybdenum

atoms. It is necessary, therefore, to place at least two of the former in

one of the four sets of two-fold special positions. Since these differ only

in choice of origin, twb atoms (designated Cur) may be assigned to (o)

with co-ordinates 0, 0, 0 and $, |, |. There remain four'atoms of copper

(designated Cuz) and four atoms of molybdenum which may be expected

to occupy two sets of general positions (e), It is only necessary, therefore,

to determine the co-ordinates of one Cuz and one Mo in order to establish

the sites of all the metal atoms. An examination of the morphology,

optical characteristics, and observed structure amplitudes revealeil 'no

features of direct assistance in suggesting possible locations for these

metal atoms or for the oxygen atoms.
Patterson projections on (100), (010), and (001) were calculated and

are shown in Fig. 1.2 It may be noted that the majority of the peaks,

with the exception of that at the origin, are approximately equal''in

height, and that there is remarkably good resolution in the (010) pro-

o  smp

1 , . , ' . , , J ' l ' ' l ' l ' l ' l
o l 2  3  4  5 A

Frc. l. Patterson maps for the {201}, lDkll, and lhh|l zon* of lindgrenite. Contours
at equal, but arbitrary, intervals above an arbitrary base; contour intervals doubled
a! ongrn.

2While checking the completed drawings for Figs. 1 to 7, an accidental error of about
l/e (apparently ihvolving the factor sinB : 6,9393) was detected in sgme of the lengths
repr&inting a, e, asinB,csinB. Because the figures are designedprimarily for illustrative
purposes, and the error is small, it was not considered worthwhile to repeat the laborious
plotting and drawing required to prepare a new set of figur'es.
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jection despite the length (14.03 A; of the b axis. Correlation of the three
maps gave a list of maxima in the Patterson unit cell which were readily
interpreted as follows.

Because of the large differences between the atomic numbers of copper
and molybdenum and that of oxygen it was assumed that only the peaks
due to metal-metal interactions would appear on the Patterson maps.
The high background level of the projections, therefore, is explicable as
representing the large number of unresolved metal-oxygen and oxygen-
oxygen vectors.

Now as a consequence of the n glide at y : f in space group P2r/n an
atom at rc, !, z is paired with another at \lr, t-y, **z and it may be
expected, therefore, that maxima will appear in the Patterson cell along
the line E, v, t with u : ++2y, and, for convenience, attention may be
centred on t : Lr-2y. Examination of the (001) Patterson map (Fig. 1)
shows three peaks, with a : 8/L20, 24/120, 37 /I20, for which O1zt(h,
along the line ], u'. Two of these must be caused by Cuz-Cur and
Mo-Mo interactions, respectively, but the close similarity among the
heights of the three peaks prohibits a direct choice of the appropriate
pair. The y co-ordinates of the atoms responsible for the three peaks
are 26/120, I8/L20, Lt/12A, respectively. Taking these in pairs, assigning
them to metal atoms having scattering pov/ers of *(/."*/1ao), and with
Cur at ! : O, three sets of structure factors were calculated for the 0&0
reflections. Reasonable agreement with the observed structure amplitudes
was found only with the two composite metal atoms &t 3l : L8/L20 and
ll/I20, respectively

Restricting attention to the atom Cur at 0, 0, 0 and another metal
atom (Cuz or Mo) in a set of general positions (a), twelve independent
Patterson maxima should occur for which the Patterson co-ordinates
r,t.t t), 1I) have the following values in terms of the atomic co-ordinatesr
{ ,  ! ,  z i  t * r , ; - r ,  **z ;  t ,  t *2y,  $ ;2x,2y,22;  *12x,  t ,  t+2u;2r , f i ,22;
plus these with changed signs. Since there are twometal atoms in separate
groups of general positions, turo such groups of maxima, having values
ol u corresponding to y : t8/L2O and lt/L20, respectively, were sought
among the Patterson maps, and all peaks corresponding to both groups
were found. From the u, w Patterson co-ordinates of these two maxima,
values of. r, z : .lO4/120, 56/L20 and 52/120, L04/I20, associated with

! : L8/L20 and Lt/L20, respectively, were deduced, and their validity
was tested by calculating structure factors for the h\O and 001 reflections,
respectively, as for the 040 reflections, and comparing the results with
the observed structure amplitudes.

As a final confirmation of the fi, !, I co-ordinates for the two metal
atoms in the separate sets of general positions, all other. possible inter-
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actions among all the metal atoms were calculated and were found to
account for the remaining important features of the three Patterson
projections. Furthermore, the closest metal-metal distances were reason-
able, namely 3.1 to g.A A. tt was not possible at this stage, however' to
distinguish Cuz from Mo.

Refi,nemmt; Fo and. (F"- F") Syntheses
The Fourier projection on (001) was calculated for Cur atoms in special

positions (a) at *, ! :0, 0 and t, t, and for metal atoms, each with
scattering pourer i(/""*/*.), in two sets of general positions (a) for
which *, ! :0.43, 0.09 and 0.87, 0.15, respectively, as deduced from
the Patterson maps. Atomic scattering factors taken from the Inter'
national,e Tabel,l,en (1935) were used throughout the structure study
because the substitution of approximate ionic scattering factors (Cu'+,
MoF) in the later stages of refinement caused no significant changes in
the discrepancy factor, R. The atomic scattering factors were corrected
for dispersion by the formula of Hdnl (1933), and were modified by a
temperature factor with B : L.0 derived from the Wilson plot with
which the observed intensities were scaled. Only those planes whose
signs had been established by the calculated structure factors were
included in the Fourier synthesis. The discrepancy factor, R, was 0.57,
taking lF"l :0 for all unobserved reflections. In addition to several
peaks of about !0 e. A-2, the Fourier map showed two large peaks of
heights 30 a. A-' and 50 ,. A-' which were assigned to the Cur and Mo
atoms, respectively.

On the basis of the x, y co-ordinates for Cuz and Mo derived from this
Fourier map, together with those for Cur, a difference synthesis was
computed for which R : 0.43. Three peaks were well resolved in the
difference map and were assumed to represent oxygen atoms. Metal
atom shifts were calculated from the gradients (Cruickshank, 1949)' and
structure factors were recalculated with the revised metal co-ordinates
and those of the three oyxgen atoms. The scale of the observed intensities
and the value of B for the metal atoms were readjusted. For the oxygen
atoms B was taken as twice that of the metal atoms on the basis of the
relative sharpness of the peaks in the Fourier maps.

A second difference synthesis, with the metal atoms and the three
oxygen atoms removed, reduced R to 0.25 and revealed the positions of
the two remaining oxygen atoms. Refinement of the atomic positions was
effected and adjustment of the scale and temperature factors was again
carried out. Because the map showed some disturbing features, however,
the next difierence synthesis was calculated in two parts, (o) with only
the metal atoms removed, and (b) with all the atoms removed. The
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discrepancy {actor, R : 0.22, was the same in both cases, suggesting
that the r, y co-ordinates of one or more of the oxygen atoms must be
incorrect. Another difference synthesis, therefore, was calculated with
all of the metal and three of the five oxygen atoms removed. The resulting
map (R : 0.25) revealed new sites for two of the oxygen atoms. Four
more difference syntheses brought the shifts in co-ordinates to random
values and reduced R to 0.11.

The {0}l} zone was independently examined in the same way, starting
with a Fourier projection on (100) based on atoms of Cur at y, z : 0, 0
and $, $, and metal atoms with "/ 

: *("f**/ono) in two sets of general
positions for which !, z :0.09, 0.87 and 0.15, 0.47, respectively, as
deduced from the Patterson maps. The electron density map (R : 0.34)
showed two peaks of 44 e. A-2 and 61 e. frz with y co-ordinates in
agreement with those of the positions assigned to Cuz and Mo, respective-
ly, in the (001) Fourier projection. The three highest of the remaining
peaks were selected as representing the positions of oxygen atoms.

A difference synthesis, calculated with only the metal atoms removed,
reduced R to 0.25, while with all the atoms removed R was 0.19. The
highest peak in the second map was identified tentatively as representing
a fourth oxygen atom. The next difference synthesis (R : 0.16), calculated
with the metal atoms and the four oxygen atoms removed, however,
indicated that the co-ordinates of one oxygen atom probably were
incorrect. This suspicion was confirmed and the correct position of this
atom and that of the fifth oxygen atom were revealed in the next difference
map (R : 0.20). Three more difference syntheses reduced the shifts of
atomic positions to random values (R : 0.15). The y co-ordinates of all
atoms at this stage were in satisfactory agreement with those derived
independently from the analysis of the Fourier and difference maps for
the lhkol zone. In both zones, lF"- F"l for the unobserved reflections
was assumed to be 0.7 of the lowest observable lF,l i" the first few
difference syntheses, but all unobserved reflections were omitted from
the later calculations.

The results for the two zones were combined, but several features of
the resulting structure were unsatisfactory, particularly two of the Mo-O
and two of the O-O distances. All of these were dependent on the
co-ordinates assigned to oxygen atoms which, in bsth projections, would
be affected by the presence of neighbouring metal atoms. Using the
co-ordinates derived from these two zones, therefore, a Fourier projection
and a difference map were calculated for the lh0l,l zone. Two oxygen
atoms were well resolved but atomic shifts were indicated which suggested
the presence of systematic errors in certain of the oxygen atom co-
ordinates derived from the Ihkll and lokll zones.
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At this stage the spherical crystal was prepared and the more complete
and accurate intensity data were collected. Refinement of the three axial
zones was resumed with the use of the new structure amplitudes. To
reduce the shifts in atomic co-ordinates again to random values, two
difference syntheses were required for the (100) projection, and three
each for the (001) and (010) projections.

The last partial difference maps (only the metal atoms removed) are
shown in Fig. 2 and the corresponding complete difference maps (all
atoms removed) are reproduced in Fig. 3. The variations in electron
density in the latter are of the order to be expected from random experi-
mental errors, and the gradients are close to zero at all the atomic sites.
The absence of any systematic features in the difference maps implies
that the final values of the temperature-factor constant B (1.00 for O;

TaeI-B 1. Fnecrror.rar- Co-onorNetos or tsp AroMs
(Derived Separately for Each Zone; 

#""i*J.Fj.#.?*"t*. 
*.r Values for Unresolved

lno4 Ioprl lnotl

Cur
Cuz
Mo
Or
Oz
Or
04
OH

0
(0.4890)
0.8766

(0.435)
(0. 101)
(o.600)
(0.867)
o.?44

0
0.48&t
0.877L
o.4s2

(0.0e4)
(0.600)
0.866
0.337

0
o.0942
o.r ,644
o.227
0.094
0. 130
Q.1t2
0.031

1 .96
3 .  18

0
0.8044
0.4550
o.s77

(0.641)
(0.650)
o.744
0. 120

0
0.8640
0.4666
(o.975)
(0.646)
(0.502)
0.  160
0.124

0
0.8642
o.4552
o.s77
o.642
o.664
0. 149
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Teslr 2. Ixrpnetourc DrsrercBs rN A
(CuO(OH)z Octahedra, Shared Edges indicated by Asterisks; MoOa Tetrahedron)

1  .98 I  .98
2.90* |  3 .40
2.66 \ 2 . 9 1

OH OH

r . 9 2 2 .36
3 .02

r  .93
2.89
2 . 9 8

2:45
2 .92

3 .36

L .94
2 .85
2.90{

3 .  14

2 .00

3 .68
2 . U
2.66*
2.53f

0 l l  0 1 0
0.4886 l l  0.0939 |  0.0944
0.8769 l l  0 .1546 |  0 .15{3
0.432 l l  0.222 I  O.22O
0.006 l l  (0.0e6) |  (0.0e3)
o.600 l l  (o . r3o)  |  0 .12e
0.866 l l  (0.r14) |  (0.108)
o .341  l l  0 . 032  |  0 . 031
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0.53 for Cu; 0.53 for Mo) are reasonable, although the value adopted for
oxygen is much less critical than that used for the metal atoms. There is
a slight suggestion of an anisotropic temperature effect associated with
Cur at 0, 0 in the (100) map of Fig. 3.

The fractional atomic co-ordinates, each determined from two different
zones, are given in Table 1. The interatomic distances, calculated twice
(i.e., for each pair of atoms in two different regions of the unit cell), are
listed in Table 2. For each co-ordinate the two values derived from the
appropriate projections were weighted inversely as the variance (o2) of
each to give the weighted means shown in Table 1. That the differences
between the individual values of the co-ordinates and their weighted
means cannot be considered as significant was supported by the results
of. a x2 test (Weatherburn, L947).

The identification of which oxygen atom must represent the OH group

was made as follows. Each Mo is linked to 40 so that, if Mo is assumed
to have a formal electrostatic charge of 6*, a Mo-O bond has a value
of 1$. Similarly, each Cu, with a charge of.2*, is joined to 60, thus
giving the Cu-O bond a value of $. Now atoms Or and Oa are each shared
between 1 Mo and 1 Cu so that their formal charges of.2- are approxi'
mately neutralized (1*++), and atoms O: and Oa are each linked to
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L Mo and to 2 Cu, thus accounting for their charges (1++3) also. But
06 is closely associated only with 3 Cu and thus retains an apparent net
formal charge of L -, unless it does in fact represent the OH group. It
has, therefore, been designated OH in the figures and tables.

Electron density projections, calculated with the signs from the final
stage of refinement, are presented in Fig. 4. In these Fourier maps, the
strongly negative region around the molybdenum atom indicates the
magnitude of the efiects which caused some of the difficulties in locating
the sites of the oxygen atoms.

Accuracy of the Resul,ts
The observed structure amplitudes and the calculated structure factors

are listed, separately for each of the three axial zones, in Table 3-
For each of the 28 planes in the lhk\l zone, the reflection intensities

of which were measured both with the photometer (integrated Weissen-
berg photographs) and by eye (non-integrated Weissenberg photographs),
thevalue of Fo in Table 3 is the mean of the two results. The discrepancy'
>lFo-F"l/>lFrl, between the structure amplitudes, lFrl, from the
photometric measurements and those, lF,l, estimated by eye is 0.066
when the results for all 28 planes are included. If the (280) plane, for
which lAFl is greater than 5 times the probable error of a single AF
(calculated for all 28 values of AF : lF.rl- lF.,l) is rejected (Scarborough,
1950, p. 437), this discrepancy is reduced to 0.06r. For the other 27
planes, AF : -0.130, >(AF) - -3.5, >(AF)t : 56.87. The estimated
standard deviation of AF,

o(aF) : /lr^r')'-l?#ll-]r r, - rt,
is 1.47, and o(F) : {tjl.ilr2n: 1.03. The e.s.d. of the mean
AF: o(EF) :  o(AF)/{n :0.283, andM/o(EF) :0.459. This rat io
is less than that (0.634) for the 50/s probability level (Youden, 1951)'
thus demonstrating that there is no significant difference between the
results obtained with the photometer and those from the eye estimations.
Furthermore, there is no significant difference between the discrepancy
factors,R : ZlFo- F,l/>lF"l,calculatedwith Fo : F,pandwith F, : p,

respectively, for the 27 reflections.
It is of interest that comparable results are obtained by application

of the same treatment to the structure amplitudes for dibenzyl, lF"l,
obtained by Robertson (1934) from intensities measured with an integra-
ting photometer, and those, lF l, obtained by Jeffrey (1947) from eye
estimations with the aid of a calibrated intensity scale. There are 95
observed reflections (]efirey, L947, p. 224) f.or which bpth Fa and F.'
are available. Jeffrey points out that the difference between the two
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Fac'ron Dera ron rsn l\kl,], {Z0l} exo lkk\l Zorrs
Snpenatny

lP,l

@2 t70.2
N4 8.3
006 40.1
011 40.6
072 72,6
013 63.3
o14 60.6
016  6 .0
0r0 36.9
o77 58.6
o2o 05.5
o27 38.8
o22 29.2
oa 27.7
o24 28.6
u6 91.4
026 28.8
o27 47.7
031 168.3
oa2 38.8
033 112.3
034 4.7
035 36.8
036 17.0
o37 9.8
&r0 143.0
M\ 66.0
M2 14.4
04i| 6A.4
oM 62.6
M6 t7.o
uB 13.4
M7 26.1
051 8.8
462 41.0
063 90.6

002 16t.2
oM 9 .a
006 42.A
101 87.8
103 92.7
105 65.8
rc7 26.r
200 168.6
202 18.6
244 9r.0
206 31.0
301  9 r . 9
30:t 139.8
306 68.8
400 30.7

+160.7

+ L l  t

+  3 6 . 1
+ 70.7
-  68.3
+ 68.0
-  6 . 2
+ 33.4
+ 58.6
+ 66.2
+  30 .6
-  19 .8
- 26.4
- 26.7
-  9 1 . 8
+  27 .2
-  42 .3
+772.4
+  36 .9
+r00. r
-  2 . 4
+ 32.4
-  20 .9
-  s . 2
-14 .9
+ 66.2
- 16.2
+ 66.7
+  49 .0
+ r0 .8
+  8 . 9
+  2 L . 2
+  8 . 6
- 43.7
+ 47.3

+ 168.7
- 13.7
+  89 .4
-  82 .6
+ 88.7
+  66 .9
+  2 t . 4
+ 163.9
- . o
- 90.7
-  19 .8
+  93 .4
+r44.4
+ 58.2
-  29 .8

o54
056
056
060
061
oaz
003
064
066
06-6
077
072
073
074
076
076
080
081
042
083
084
086
086
091
492
093
w4
096
090
0 . 1 0 . 0
o.  10.  I
0 . 10 .2
0 .  10 .3
0 .10 .4
0 .  r 0 .6
0 . 1 0 . 6

66 .9  -  65 .1
38.9 + 44.4
64.8 -  49.7
38 .6  +  41 .0
rg.4 -  16.7

122.4,  +120.9
7 . O  +  6 . 2

114 .0  +707 .2
42 .3  +  39 .S
1 3 . 5  -  9 . 1
s4 .g  -  96 .6
1 9 . 8  -  1 6 . 8
74.7 -  12.0
42.4 + 38.6
16.2 + 16.7
58.4 + 54.8
7A . r  +  72 .O
97.7 -  96.3
62.3 + 46.8

104.0 -103.9
22 .9  +  27 .5
17.5 -  77.4
77.8 + 23.3

722.2 +129.8
2g.a -  29.6
M.4 + 42.6
41.1 + 39.8
r9 .8  +  21 .9
68 .1  +  U .S
19 .1  +  20 .1
23.8 - 22.9
46.4 - 44.6
6 . 8  +  4 . 3

60.1 -  45.6
49 .3  +  49 .8
34.7 + 42.6

0 . 1 1 . 1  7 6 . 2  +  7 5 . 0
0 . 1 1 . 2  4 2 . 4  -  4 7 . 6
0 . 1 1 . 3  0 . 6  +  4 . 7
0 .11 .4  48 .7  -  63 .7
0 . 1 1 . 5  7 . r  +  7 . 6
0.12.0 92.7 + 54.0
Q .L2 . r  36 .0  +  38 .4
0 .72 .2  & .2  +  46 .3
0 .12 .3  48 .4  +  47 .5
0 .12 .4  13 .0  +  6 . r
0 .12 .5  20 .9  +  13 .5
0 .13 .1  s8 .2  -  34 .0
0 .13 .2  36 .2  +  39 . r
0 .13 .3  72 .O  -  7 .2
0 . 1 3 . 4  6 . 5  -  1 . 7
0 .13 .5  r 2 .O  +  10 .5
0 .14 .0  31 .8  +  29 .7
0 .14 .1  18 .9  +  22 .6
0 .14 .2  51 .8  +  67 .6
0 .14 .3  18 .7  -  16 .6
Q.74.4 63.9 + 68.5
0 . 1 6 . 1  5 . 7  +  r 2 . 8
0 .16 .2  60 .1  +  67 . r
0 .16 .3  62 .8  +  66 .3
0 . 1 6 . 4  3 6 . 1  +  3 7 . 0
0 .16 .0  81 .3  -  88 .1
0 . 1 6 . 1  3 . 6  +  3 . 5
0 .16 .2  23 .4  -  2 t . 0
0 . 1 6 . 3  6 . 3  -  1 . 8
0 .17 .1  32 .6  +  31 .8
0 .17 .2  36 .1  -  8A .2
0 .77 .3  66 .1  +  56 .9
0 . 1 8 . 0  1 5 . 0  +  1 6 . 6
0 .  t 8 .  I  s . 7  -  t l  . 7
0 .18 .2  28 .3  +  31 .2
0 .19 .1  19 .0  -  77 .2

62.6 + 62.2
ts .7  +  r9 .1
64 .1  -  69 .9
6 . 8  -  4 . 7

34.2 - 27.2
22.3 + 26.4
35.0 + 39.7

108 .0  +110 .0
88 .7  +  9 r . 6
5 . 9  -  7 . 2

77 .0  -  73 .8
25.4 - 32.7
36 .1  +  38 .2

soF
306
307
402
+G
406
soT
sof
sog
602
604
70i
zoF

402
444
601
503
6@
602
701
roI
roF
106
ro7
zoz
204
zoa
307

78 .8  -  75 .O
ao.2 - 29.2
4r.7 + 38.6
57.7 + 69.6
4 r . r  +  52 .3
1 4 . 0  +  1 6 . 8
32.6 -  34.8

764.6 -165.7
8 . 9  -  2 . 4
8 . 0  -  2 . 4

47.4 -  49.7
t72 .9  +115 .2
77 .O  +  u .4

108 .0  +10 r . 4
5 .5  +  10 .3
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020 46.6
040 728.4
060 48.9
080 72.O
0 . 1 0 . 0  7 . 4
0 . 1 2 . 0  8 1 . 4
0 .14 .0  35 .1
0 .16 .0  88 .0
0 . 1 8 . 0  1 3 .  r
110  31  . 1
L20 86.3
130 2S.S
140 77.4
160 4.7
160 74.4
t70 126.6
180 76.0
190 67.4
1 .10 .0  16 .3
1 . 1 1 . 0  t 7 . 7
1 .12 .0  47 .O
1 .13 .0  62 .8
1 .14 .0  28 .2
1  .  16 .0  24 .0
1 . 1 6 . 0  7  . 5
r . 1 7 . 0  7 . 8
200 132.3
2ro 110.0
220 44.4
230 26.8
240 23.4
2ffi 47.3
260 36.5
270 62.2

280 37.r
290 67.8
2 .10 .0  60 .5
2 . 1 1 . 0  6 1 .  r
2 . r 2 .0  47 . r
2 .  13 .0  13 .3
2 . r4.0 lL .7
2 . 1 5 . 0  5 9 . 6
2 .16 .0  77 .6
2 .17 .O  46 .6
310 52.1
320 60.8
330 127.7
340 82.O
350 &3.6
360 60.4
370 10.5
380 84.9
390 30.0
3 . 1 0 . 0  6 . 9
3 . 1 1 . 0  8 . 9
3 .12 .0  43 .3
3 .13 .0  38 .7
3 .14 .0  17 .2
3 .16 .0  62 .4
3 . 1 6 . 0  6 . 9
400 46.4
410 L2.2
420 62.0
430 7.6
440 68.4
460 3.6
460 74.r
470 13.0

6 . 6  +  7 . 6
1 6 . 1  -  1 3 . 6

106.4 +108.3
8 . 2  -  6 . 6
6 . 9  +  4 . 7

< 1 . 8  +  o . 2
20.0 -  20.8
44.9 -  60.5
60.7 -  62.9
70.3 + 73.4
2A.S + 25.7
53 .0  +  68 .2
2s.s + 28.2
9 . 3  -  2 . r

r 5 . 3  -  1 1 . 0
36 .5  +  36 .4
16 .6  +  17 .8
6 .8  -  r 4 .4

24 .o  +  2 r . 2
30.2 + 32.7
41.2 -  4.4
33.2 + 40.8

D . O  -  t . L

1 0 . 6  +  7 . 8
61 .1  +  62 .7
10 .0  -  8 . 2
38 .O  -  36 .6
8 .a  +  l o . q

39.9 -  43.r
14.0 + 16.0
39.0 -  63.4
16.2 -  14.6

+ 62.3
-l4s.g
+ 44.6
+ 62.6
+  6 . s
+ 84.9
+ 32.6
-  93 .5
+ 12 .0
+ 27 .8
+ 94 .0
-  24 .6
-  73.2
+  78 .6
-  72.8
+123.0
+ 67.6
-  58.6
-  19 .3
-  1 0 . 1
-  46 .8
+ 67.5
+  20 .8
+  19 .0
+  6 . 3
+  6 . e
+r4l0.8
+  119 .4
+ 46.4
+ 23.3
-  27.4
- 78.4
-  32 .1
-l- oo. o

+ 33.9
+ 52.4
+ 70.6
- 60.7
+ 46 .8
+  1 1 . 8
!  1 1  r

+ 62.6
- 76.7
-  63.4
-  o o . ,

+ 63.4
+126.6

+ 80 .5
- 49.6
+  7 . 2
+ 86 .7
+ 27 .2

-  L2 .7
-  M . 7
- s5.4
+ 12 .0
t  o o . ,

+  7 . 6
- 48.4
+  7 . 4
+ 66 .6
-  l D . o

+ 64.r
+  0 .7
-  77 .2
-  6 . 6

480
490
4 . 1 0 . 0
4 . 1 1 . O
4 .12 .O
4 . 1 3 . O
4 .L4 .O
610
520
630
644
660
660
679
680
590
6 .10 .0
5 . 1 1 . 0
6.12.0
000
6lo
620
oil0
640
660
660
670
680
690
7lo
720
730

values for the (200) pl|ne probably is an extinction effect; in any case

lAFl for this plane is greater than 5 times the probable error of a single

AF (calculated for all 95 values of AF: lF8l-lFrl) and, therefore, it

may be rejected. For the other 94 planes, the discrepancy,}lFp- Fll/Z

[Fal, between the photometer measurements, Far and the eye estimations,

F.r, is 0.06r, in exact agreement with the corresponding value for the 27

reflections of lindgrenite. For the 94 planes of dibenzul, AF : 0'074,

>(AF)  :7 ,>(AFy:  111,  o (AF) ' :  1 .09 ,  6 (F)  :0 .76a,  a (M)  :  0 .109 '

Considering the disparity in the number of available planes involved,

these results are not significantly different.from those deduced from the

lindgrenite data.3
sThe expressions for o(aF) and a(F) are strictly valid only if IAFI is ildtpendent of

lFl. Now tlre number of observations in the lindgrenite case is rather small (?)' and the

range of lFl is not large (*7 to c-36), but the mean laFi',s calculated for separate groups
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The structure factors (F") in Table 3 have been calculated with the
atomic co-ordinates shown separately for each zone in Table l. The final
values of R, obtained directly from the data in Table B, are 0.07 for
the {okl'l zone, 0.a7 for the {h\Il zone, and 0.09 for the {hi\l zone when
all planes are included; if the planes (040) and (720) areexcluded, because
lAFl for each (where AF: IF"l-lf"l)"is greater than b times the p.E.
of a single AF, and the unobserved (4.18.b) is ignored, R f.or the fhk\lzone is 0.08.

Because of the inherent difficulty of locating the oxygen atoms with
reasonable accuracy in the presence of the much heavi"r.to-" of copper
and molybdenum in lindgrenite, special care was taken throughout this
investigation to reduce errors of observation to a minimum. Intensity
estimations, whether by photometer or by eye, were made severar times
for each reflection, the use of the spherical crystal removed much uncer-
tainty in the corrections for absorption, and, by recourse to very long
exposure times, 268 of a possible 220 reflections were observed, atit orrgt
18 observed (and 1 of the unobserved) refrections, for which sind was
large, were rejected because of uncertainty in the evaluation of their
Lorentz-polarization factors. Errors due to finite series summations were
effectively corrected by the use of the difference synthesis method of
refinement, and rounding-off errors in the full difference syntheses were
reduced. by scaling up the coefficients. Taking the estimated c(F) :
lFo-F"1, the values of a(p), (Cruickshank, lg4g, equation 11.10),
in the-final Fourier syntheses (Fig. a) a1e 1.0 ,. A:, io, trru lokr,l zone,
1.4_a A_{ for the {hotl zone, and"0.g's. A- fo, the {hk\l zone.

For those atoms which are resolved in projection, the standard
of the larger and the smaller values of lFl do-suggest that IAFI probably is not indepen-dcnt of the magnitude of the structure amplitul"e. i; lh;;":":f;il#"t^t"rn pranes),the mean laFl is 1.64 ror 

9[e^largest amplituao (zo >-lF;i; iiiiiipi"r""l, i, i"0.76 for the middle group (20 > lfol),= io; ee pdnot, and it is 0.4g for the smallestamplitudes..(to > lFrl ) i;-so.pr""6l.-er.", iil air.r"puncy between Fn and Fy(0.06r for all planes) is 0.040 for the first, 0.05"ior the 
"u"ood, 

.iab.OS, i- ihe third oftiese groups. Because of tJre scarcity of available data suitabie fo. dit*i"o-parison of
p-h"tp.-,"t".."d.and eye-estimated iniensities, iii. or interest to summarize other formsln wnrch the dibenzvl results have been expressed, particularly in view of the fact thatthey are not all mutually-consistent r.r i""""r.'trrat are not i--Jiui.iy-.pparen[.
There seems to be no doubt thatth" s+ p.ir.-;r rb (ii &';j;;ffi1#;;,. Tabre 1(Jeffrey, 1947, p. 224,), for which observed'n"iuo ut" given (omitting it u-(-doo) ptrnu),have been used in all cases. Jefrrey (rg4z) h"r 

"tro*n 
trrat the difierences between the& and "r results (even when trre (zoo) plane i" i";ira"al ,,form an approximatery normarerror curve from which the most probible error is 0.0". crui"t 

"t 
rit-iiita;; ?3; girru,the standard deviation for all pranes * r.ri (o-itting the (200) ptan"), .nd'poi't" outthat this must be divided by y'2 because boih sets tlor"er'ation";r;';rbj;.l to error;thus, t.l2/{2 : 0.79r Lip"?q 

*,go:nran (t_gbi, p. 289) express thi" * iioir.,) - 0.8,a,ss1mf1s 
"(f") independent of-lF,t,'. Finallv, l"mi"! a c."i;[J;; iirb3, i) aaz) 

"or"that, "In dibenzyl, for 94 reflections the s.i. of ihe diffe.en.u u"tl"" inaependentmmsurements by photometer and by visual estimatioo -"" s-o% J;h;-;; 1.Fl,b". 1.,,
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0 t 0
(o.ol )  I  0.004
0.003 | 0.002

(0.04) I  0.01
(0.&) I (0.02)
(0.03) | (0.02)
(0.02) |  0.01
0.009 |  0.009

Cur
Cuz
Mo
Or
o,
Os
Oe
OH

0
0.004
0.002
0 .01
0 .02
0 .02
0 .01
0 .01

0
0.004
0.002
0.009
(0.02)
(0.03)
(0.02)
0 .01

0
0.00i1
0.002
0.006

(0.02)
0.02
(0.04)
0 .01

0
0.002
0.001
0 .01
0 .01
o.02
0.04
0 .01

0
0.004
0.00i1
0.03
(0.02)
(0.03)
o .o2
0 .01

0
0.006
0.003
(0.04)
(0.04,
(0.04)
0 . 0 1
0.005

0
0.@3
0.@2
0 .03
0 .02
o .02
0.02
0 .01

deviations of individual co-ordinates have been calculated with the aid
of Cruickshank's formula Ll.I2 (Cruickshank, 1949, p. 72). For those
atoms which are not resolved, the standard deviations of the co-ordinates
have been estimated with the aid of the approximation given by Lipson
& Cochran (1953, p. 279, equation 279.4) for the electron density near
the centre of an atom, peak curvatures being obtained from the partial
difference maps (Fig. 2). All results are shown in Table 4, where the
values in parentheses are those for atoms which are not fully resolved.
The standard deviations of the weighted mean co-ordinates (see Table 1)
also are included in Table 4; their r.m.s. values are as followsr Mo,
0.002A; Cu,0.0034; Or, Oz, Oa, Oa, oon€ of which i9 fully resolved in
all three projections, 0.02 to 0.03 A; OH (fully resolved), 0.0f A. The
standard deviations for the metal-oxygen and metal-hydroxyl distances
are virtually the same as those for the O and OH co-ordinates because
the s.d. of the latter are so much greater than the s.d. of the metal
co-ordinates. The standard deviation of the Mo-Cu distances is 0.004 A.
The probable errors in the unit cell constants of lindgrenite have no
significant effect on the standard deviations of the interatomic distances.

D escri,ption and, D'iscus sion
Axial projections of the structure of lindgrenite are shown in Figs. 5,

6, 7. The explanation of the perfect cleavage parallel to (010) is imme-
diately apparent from an inspection of Figs. 5 and 7.

In lindgrenite each atom of molybdenum is surrounded by four atoms
of oxygen (Ot, Or, Or, On) at the corners of an essentially regular tetra-
hedron (see Table 2) in which the average length of the Mo-g bond is
L.74 A, the average O-O distance is 2.84 A, and the average value of
the tetrahedral angle is 109.5o. Although the co-ordination of O around
Mo in molybdenum compounds frequently is octahedral, it is both
tetrahedral and octahedral in Mop1 (Magn6li, 1948) where the Mo--O
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bond length in the tetrahedra is 1.75 A. Donohue & Shand (1947) report
1.83 A for the length of the Mo-O bond in the regular MoOr tetrahedra
of Ag2MoOa. There appears to be nothing unusual, therefore, about the
MoOa tetrahedra in lindgrenite.

Two crystallographically distinct oxy-hydroxy octahedra are co-ordi-
nated around the copper atoms (Cu) at the symmetry centres and those
(Cuz) in general positions. Both Cur and Cuz have two O and two OH
as nearest neighbours in approximately square array with two O (one
above and one below the plane of the square) on the normal through
the Cu at the centre. In both octahedra the Cu-O bonds normal to
the square are appreciably longer (averages: 2.46 A for Cu1, 2.42 A for
Cuz) than the Cu-O, Cu-OH bonds in the plane of the square (aver-
ages:1.97A for Cu1, 1.95A for Cu2). The octahedron around Cur is

1, .1 , , ,1  r l r l r l r l r l o
o  a  2  3  4  5A

Frc. 5. Projection of the structure of lindgrenite on (100). One unit cell outlined;
Iarge solid circles, Cu; small solid circles, Mo; open numbered circles, Or, O:, Os, Or;
hatched circles. OH.

po

s
in
F
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much less distorted than the one around Cuz. The two OH are diagonally
situated in the oa-oH-oa-oH square having cur at the approximate
centre, but they are adjacent in the O1-OH-OH-O3 square around
Cuz. Furthermore, each Cur-octahedron shares four edges (two Oa-OH,
two OH-Oz) with four neighbouring Cuz-octahedra, whereas each Cuz-
octahedron shares two edges (Oa-OH, OH-Or) with two adjacent
cur-octahedra and one edge (oH--{H) with an adjacent cuz-octahedron.
The interactomic distances along shared edges (designated by an asterisk
in Table 2) are significantly shorter than those along corresponding edges
that are not shared. Also, the very short OH-OH edge (2.b8 A) *H.ft
is shared between two cuz-octahedra is associated with a relatively
short Cuz-Cuz distance of ?.01 A; the other distances between copper
atoms are 3.15 A and 3.22 A, between Cuz in one octahedron and Cu,
in two adjacent octahedra.

The CuOa(OH)z octahedra share 4 and B edges alternately to form

o.

O.

l ,  ' , ,1,,,, I r l r l r l
o t 2 3 4 5

r lr l

'o

'\)

- Frc. 6. Projection of the-structure of lindgrenite on (0L0). symbols as in Fig. b. only
the metal atoms between |b and t6, with their associated o ind oH, are shown.
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endless chains. These chains are cross-linked through the MoOa tetrahedra

to form an infinite three-dimensional network. Each MoOa tetrahedron

shares its four corners as follows: Or with a Cuz-octahedron; Oz with

both a Cur-octahedron and a Curoctahedron; Os with a Cuq-octahedron;

and Or with both a Cur-octahedron and a Cus-octahedron; but not all

of these octahedra are parts of the same chain. The corresponding Mo-Cu

distances are Mo-Cu:,3.63 A; Mo-Cur,3.65 A and Mo-Cu2,3.91 A;

MeCuz, 3,42 A; Mo-Cur, 3.42 A and Mo-Cur, 3.70 A. Since the

tetrahedra are essentially regular, the variations among the Mo-Cu

distances (particularly those for Mo-Cuz) illustrate the distortion of

the octahedra, especially that around Cuz.
A portion of one of the chains of CuOr(OH)z octahedra, with four of

the MoOa tetrahedra, is shown in idealized form in Fig. 8.

l , - r , , , , 1  r l r l r l t l r l o
o  |  2  3  4  5A

Frc. 7. Projection of the structure of lindgrenite on (001). Symbols as in Fig' 5'

s
I
n
I
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It is of interest to compare the CuOa(OH)2 octahedra of lindgrenite,
a basic copper molybdate, with the CuOn(OH)z and CuOe(OH)a octa-
hedra of malachite, a basic copper carbonate (Wells, 195'1). In malachite,
Cur is at the centre of a square (O-OH-O-j-OH) in which the average
Cu-O, Cu-OH bond length is 1.98 A, and two oxygen atoms are
situated on the normal to the square, one above and one below, at an
average Cu--{ distance of.2I1A. A ri*ilur square (O-OH-O-OH),
in which the average Cu-O, Cu-OH bond length is 2.01A, surrounds

Fro. 8. An idealized portion of one of the endless chains of CuOe(OH)z octahedra in
lindgrenite with four of the MoOa tetrahedra through which the chains are cross-linked
to form an ininite three-dimensional network. Each of the two octahedra on the vertical
central line is co-ordinated around a copper atom (Cur) at a center of symmetry.
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Curr but, in this octahedron, hydroxyl groups are located on the normal

to the plane of the square at an average -u-OH distance of. 2.4I A.

Thus in both Cu-octahedra of malachite the two OH in the square are

across a diagonal as in the Cur-octahedron of lindgrenite. Furthermore,

there are no significant difierences among the average Cu-O, Cu-OH

bond lengths within the squares around Cur and Cur in lindgrenite, and

Cur and Curr in malachite. All four octahedra are elongated along the

normal to the plane of the square, and the Cur-O and Cuz-O bond
lengths along this normal in lindgrenite are virtually the same as the

corresponding Cu11-OH bond length in malachite, but they are signi-

ficantly shorter than the length of the Cu1-O bond in the other malachite

octahedron.
Grateful acknowledgment is made to Mrs. M. E. Pippy for carrying

out many of the calculations, and to Mrs. H. M. Sheppard and Mr. B. J.
Cowick for assistance in collecting the powder data.
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APPENDIX

X-RAY Dmrneqrrox'Powoen DATA FoR LrNocneNIrB

(CuKa, )r : 1.6418 A; camera radius, 114.6 mm.; cut-off, 17 A; Straumanis 6lm mount-
i"g; o"gfigiff" film shrinkage; indexed on basis of o :5.614, b: 14.03, c:5.4014,
p : 9823', P2t/n; I/Irestimated by eye with aid of intensity scale; B (or BB) indicates
a broad (or very broad) line)
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